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Preface �1

“ Good relationships are the key to moving things forward. And good relationships, to me, 
come out of negotiations, discussions. You can have conflict, as long as you try to come to 
an understanding of where the other person is coming from, what they have to share, and 
what they bring to the table from their particular culture or value system, and learning 
how to respect that” (Rory McMillan, Councillor, City of Kenora).



With! the! decline! of! global! markets! for! forest! products,! forestOdependent! communities! such! as!
Kenora!have!been!negotiating!a!period!of!rapid!economic!change.!Communities!in!northern!Ontario!
have! also! been! experiencing! a! demographic! transition! in! which! the! EuroOCanadian! (settler)!
population! is!declining,!as!people!move!out!to! larger!urban!centres!and!other!places!with!greater!
economic! opportunities,! and! the! urban! Aboriginal! population! is! growing,! including! through! inO
migration!from!First!Nation!communities.!

In! the! past,! rapid! economic! and! demographic! change! in! Kenora! has! resulted! in! conUlict! and!
competition!over!natural!resources.!Today,!in!spite!of!continuing!racial!tensions!that!have!at!times!
resulted! in! violence,! there! is! an! increased! awareness! of! the! need! for! and! desire! to! achieve!
reconciliation,! especially! between! Aboriginal! and! nonOAboriginal! peoples! (Wallace! 2013).! As! a!
result,!Aboriginal!people,!both!First!Nation!and!Métis,!are!becoming!increasingly!important!agents!
in! the! political,! economic! and! cultural! life! of! Kenora.! For! example,! the! local! First! Nations! of!
Obashkaandagaang,!Ochiichagwe’babigo’ining,!and!Wauzhushk!Onigum,! together!with! their! treaty!
organization,!Grand!Council!of!Treaty!#3,!have!taken!a!more!active!role!in!working!with!the!City!of!
Kenora! on!matters! of!mutual! interest,! including! economic! development.! Less! visible! but! equally!
important! are! the! multitude! of! local,! even! individual,! efforts! to! build! a! more! tolerant! and!
cooperative!community.!!

This! book! reports! on! collaborative!work! conducted! by! university! researchers,! governments,! and!
community! organizations! to! better! understand! and! support! collaborative! and! sustainable!
community! development! in! the! Kenora! region,! including! shared! governance! of! the! lands! and!
waters.!This!work!has!been!conducted!as!part!of! the!Common!Ground!Research!Forum!(CGRF),!a!
consortium!of!researchers!from!the!University!of!Manitoba,!the!University!of!Winnipeg,!municipal!
and!First!Nations!leaders,!and!local!community!organizations.!Through!the!sharing!of!experiences!
and! ideas,! communityObased! research! sponsored!by! the!Research!Forum!has! contributed! to! local!
efforts! to!build!relationships!as!a!basis! for!navigating!through!these!times!of!economic!and!social!
change.!These!efforts!are!presented!in!the!pages!that!follow.!

History(of(the(Common(Ground(Research(Forum(

In!2008,!Dr.! John!Sinclair! and!Dr.! Iain!DavidsonOHunt! from! the!Natural!Resources! Institute! at! the!
University! of!Manitoba,! and!Dr.! Alan!Diduck! from! the!Department! of! Environmental! Studies! and!
Sciences!at!the!University!of!Winnipeg!became!interested!in!recent!efforts!to!build!better!relations!
between! the! City! of! Kenora! and! neighbouring! First! Nations! (i.e.! the! Common! Ground! initiative,!
which! is!discussed! in!Chapter!One).!They!were!keen! to!understand! the!ways!Aboriginal!and!nonO
Aboriginal!people!were!working!together!in!a!unique!partnership!to!plan!and!manage!a!set!of!public!
lands!known!as!the!Common!Ground!lands:!Tunnel!Island,!Old!Fort!Island!and!Bigsby’s!Rat!Portage!
(see!Chapter!One).!The!three!university!researchers!felt!the!initiative!was!an!excellent!opportunity!
to! learn!about!how!settler!and!Aboriginal!peoples!are!crossing! the!boundaries!of! their!respective!
solitudes!to!share!natural!resources!and!build!sustainable!local!and!regional!economies.!!

The!researchers!held!a!series!of!meetings! in!Kenora!with!31!representatives!of!communityObased!
organizations! and! agencies! to! discuss! a! proposal! for! funding! research! through! the! federal! Social!
Sciences! and! Humanities! Research! Council! of! Canada’s! CommunityOUniversity! Research! Alliance!
program.!The!purpose!of!this!program!was!to!support!the!creation!of!alliances!between!community!
organizations!and!postsecondary!institutions!to!foster!innovative!research!and!training!in!areas!of!
importance! for! the! social,! cultural!or!economic!development!of!Canadian!communities.!Given! the!
potential! for! development! of! an! innovative! model! for! shared,! crossOcultural! governance! and!
resource!management!in!the!Kenora!region,!the!CGRF!proposal!was!Ulagged!by!the!federal!funding!
agency!as! “the! type!of! social!action!research!critically!needed! in!Canada’s!natural! resourceObased!
regions”;!it!was!described!as!“relevant!and!much!needed!work”.!
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In!March!of!2009,!a!$1!million!grant!was!obtained!
for!a!UiveOyear!term!(2009–2014),!which!in!fact!ran!
for! over! six! years,! ending! in! 2015.! CGRF! core!
partners!included!the!City!of!Kenora,!Grand!Council!
o f! T r e a t y! # 3 ,! t h e! F i r s t! N a t i o n s! o f!
Obashkaandagaang,! Ochiichagwe’babigo’ining,! and!
Wauzhushk!Onigum,!the!University!of!Manitoba!and!
the!University!of!Winnipeg.!Other!organizations! in!
the! public,! private! and! community! sectors! that!
supported!the!initial!proposal!were!also!partners!in!
the! CGRF! (see! Appendix! A! for! a! list! of! these!
partners);! many! of! these! organizations! were! also!
coOresearchers,! leading! their! own! projects.! The!
CGRF! executive,! which! made! decisions! about!
administration! of! the! grant,! including! distribution!
of!grant!monies! to! the!various! types!of!projects,! is!
also!listed!in!Appendix!A.!

Graphic: CGRF logo.jpg [caption: The snapping turtle, which lives both on land and in water, represents the 
duality of two cultures living side-by-side and learning from one another. In the turtle’s forepaw is an 
offering of sweetgrass for those who have passed through the common ground lands before us.]

Through!the!CGRF,!community!partners!conducted!17!projects.!These!communityOled!projects!are!
summarized!in!Table!1!and!referred!to!throughout!this!book!using!the!abbreviated!names!shown!in!
the! table.! In!many! cases,! these!projects!had!multiple! sources!of! funding;!only! those!projects! that!
received!CGRF!funding!are!reported!on!here.! In!some!cases,!community!partners!conducted!more!
than!one!project.!The!nature!of! communityOled!projects!varied!considerably;! some!projects!had!a!
strong! visual! or! artistic! component,! including! theatrical! performance,! in! order! to! communicate!
individual! and! shared! values.! For! most! communityOled! projects,! the! processes! through! which!
project!outcomes!were!developed!were!as! important!as! the! Uinal!outcomes! themselves.!Moreover,!
for!many!projects! the!CGRF! funded!a! range!of! activities! such!as!guided! tours,! feasts,! ceremonies,!
storytelling,!and!guest!presentations!that!were!important!to!the!development!of!ideas,!collaborative!
working!relations,!and!effective!communication!of!project!outcomes.!Reports!on!these!projects!are!
available!on!the!CGRF!website!(www.cgrf.ca).!

Graduate!students!and!a!postdoctoral!associate!conducted!a!further!ten!projects.!These!studentOled!
projects!are! listed! in!Table!2!and!referred! to! in! the!book!by! the!abbreviated!names!shown! in! the!
table.! Through! the! CGRF,! graduate! students! produced! seven! Master! of! Natural! Resource!
Management! theses,! one! doctoral! dissertation! and! a! communityObased! GIS! workshop;! the!
postdoctoral!associate!produced!two!original!pieces!of!research.!Some!students!were!also!actively!
involved!with!communityOled!projects.!Undergraduate! student! research!assistants!also!completed!
several! research! reports! in! support! of! communityOled! projects! and! the! larger! CGRF! project.! All!
reports! and! theses! are! available! on! the! CGRF! website.! Student! theses! are! also! available! on! the!
University!of!Manitoba!website!(www.umanitoba.ca/institutes/natural_resources).!

In!addition,!the!larger!CGRF!project!provided!17!grants!of!$50!to!$500!to!support!community!events!
that! sought! to! improve! community! relations,! share! experiences! and! ideas,! and! honour! different!
perspectives.!These!projects!were!highly!diverse!but!all!sought!to!strengthen!the!foundations!of!a!
respectful! and! resilient! community.! While! these! community! small! grants! projects! were! an!
important!outcome!of!the!CGRF,!they!are!not!described!in!any!detail!in!the!main!body!of!this!book!
(although!one!example!is!provided!below,!in!a!project!box!that!follows!Table!2).!See!Appendix!B!for!
an!annotated!list!of!these!projects.!
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Table(1.(Community7led(projects(that(received(funding(through(the(CGRF(

Preface �4

project title* proponent type of project outcome

Common Ground Elders Gathering Grand Council of Treaty #3 meeting of local elders

Tunnel Island Common Ground Project City of Kenora, on behalf of Rat 
Portage Common Ground 
Conservation Organization

meetings to produce documents (e.g., 
Strategic Plan) as basis for establishing 
a preliminary professional board

Lake of the Woods Powwow Club Mary Alice Smith digitized collection of historic audio and 
video recordings

Historic Review of Lake Sturgeon (Historical 
Analysis of Lake Sturgeon on the Winnipeg River: 
A focus on the importance of lake sturgeon to area 
communities and an estimation of historical 
population levels on the Ontario portion of the 
Winnipeg River)

Ochiichagwe’babigo’ining Ojibway 
Nation

two research reports, one based on 
traditional knowledge and another on 
documented history of sturgeon 

Residential School Experiences (Reformatting of 
the exhibit Bakaan nake’ii ngii-izhi-
gakinoo’amaagoomin (We Were Taught 
Differently): The Indian Residential School 
Experience)

Lake of the Woods Museum reformatting of museum exhibit for 
greater durability and transportability

Lake of the Woods Museum Mobile Tour Lake of the Woods Museum mobile, interactive tour of exhibits 
presented on tablet computers

Colonization Road (Colonization Road: The Land 
Speaks)

Michelle St. John (Frog Girl Films) draft script and trailer for documentary 
film 

Grassy Narrows Trapping Workshop Grassy Narrows Trappers’ Council 
and Kenora Trappers’ Council

workshop demonstrating trapping 
techniques and technology

Discovery Centre Interpretive Forest (Lake of 
the Woods Discovery Centre Interpretive Forest)

Tourism Kenora – Lake of the 
Woods Development Commission

outdoor interpretive plant and ecosystem 
display and brochure 

Ke-ondaatiziying Conference (Ke-ondaatiziying 
— How We Will Sustain Ourselves: Treaty 3 Area 
Economic Opportunities Conference)

Lake of the Woods Development 
Commission

2012 conference in Kenora and 
interactive forum on the conference 
website

Anishinaabe Traditional Foods (Miijim: 
Traditional Foods of the Lake of the Woods 
Anishinaabeg)

Lake of the Woods Museum museum exhibit & related educational 
activities such as demonstrations, 
presentations and workshops

Accessible Gardens (Community Gardening 
2012 Workshop Series)

Kenora Association for Community 
Living

series of workshops on gardening, 
storing harvests, and saving seeds, and 
a harvest potluck

Finding Common Ground through Creativity Lake of the Woods Arts Community 
(preciously Lake of the Woods Arts 
Collective)

individual and collective works of  art, 
facilitated workshops to plan and discuss 
these works, and a public exhibit

Living History Project TryLight Theatre Company live theatre, including an original script, 
performed on street and in indoor 
locations

Cross-Cultural Trail Development (Kenora 
Urban Trails — Research Project)

Kenora Urban Trails Committee, 
City of Kenora

research reports on cross-cultural trail 
development and legal considerations for 
trail development in Ontario

Lake of the Woods Project Lake of the Woods Development 
Commission

stakeholder meeting, website and 
educational programming

* in some cases, project titles have been edited and condensed for ease of use in the book (in such cases, the full project title is 
provided in parentheses)



Table(2.(Student7(and(Post7doctoral7led(projects(funded(through(the(CGRF(

Organization(of(the(Book(

The!aim!of!this!book!is!to!present!especially!the!communityOfocused!outcomes!of!the!larger!CGRF!
project.!The!emphasis! is!placed!therefore!on!communityOled!projects!and!work!graduate!students!
did!in!collaboration!with!community!groups.!

As! mentioned! earlier,! the! original! impetus! for! the! CGRF! was! an! interest! in! evolving! relations!
between!the!City!of!Kenora!and!surrounding!First!Nation!communities.!As!the!CGRF!unfolded!and!
took! increasingly!more!direction! from!local!community!members,! the!scope!of!efforts!widened!to!
involve!a!broader!range!of! interests!over!a! larger!geography,! including!more!distant!communities!
such! as! Iskatewizaagegan! #39! Independent! First! Nation! (Shoal! Lake)! and! Grassy! Narrows! First!
Nation.!In!this!book,!therefore,!the!term!“Kenora!region”!is!used!loosely!to!refer!to!the!area!that!is!

project title* proponent type of project outcome

Mapping Anishinaabe Relations to Land 
(Cultural Landscapes of the Common Ground: 
Mapping Traditional Anishinaabe Relationships to 
the Land)

Sheldon Ratuski, 
graduate student at 
University of Manitoba

Master of Natural Resource 
Management thesis and a GIS mapping 
course for Ochiichagwe’babigo’ining 
Ojibway Nation 

Sense of Place (Imagining Possibilities for 
Shared Place: Sense of Place Investigations into 
Local Connections and Visions for the Common 
Ground Land on Tunnel Island, Kenora, Ontario)

Mya Weeler Wiens, 
graduate student at 
University of Manitoba

Master of Natural Resource 
Management thesis

Collaborative Fisheries Management 
(Understanding what Triggers, Enables, and 
Hinders Cross-cultural Collaboration in Fisheries 
Management)

Megan Bob, graduate 
student at University of 
Manitoba

Master of Natural Resource 
Management thesis

Keepers of the Water (Keepers of the Water: 
Exploring Anishinaabe and Métis Women’s 
Knowledge of Water and Participation in Water 
Governance)

Natasha Szach, 
graduate student at 
University of Manitoba

Master of Natural Resource 
Management thesis

Interpretive Forest Tour (Game Changer: 
Encouraging Cross-cultural Collaboration through 
Fun Interactive, Interpretive Experience in the 
Discovery Forest, Kenora, Ontario)

Inna Miretski, graduate 
student at University of 
Manitoba

Master of Natural Resource 
Management thesis and a prototype for 
a game-based educational tour of the 
Discovery Centre Interpretive Forest 

Community Gardening (Growing Together: 
Cultivating Community through Gardening in 
Kenora, Ontario)

Robert Moquin, graduate 
student at University of 
Manitoba

Master of Natural Resource 
Management thesis

Finding Common Ground (Finding Common 
Ground: Cross-cultural Collaboration and Urban 
Forest Management in Kenora, Ontario)

Brigette Savard, 
graduate student at 
University of Manitoba

Master of Natural Resource 
Management thesis

Shared Governance of Forest Lands (Building 
Common Ground: Learning and Reconciliation for 
the Shared Governance of Forest Land in 
Northwest Ontario)

Melanie Zurba, graduate 
student at University of 
Manitoba

PhD dissertation and facilitation of the 
Finding Common Ground through 
Creativity project

Cross-cultural collaboration (Cross-cultural 
Collaboration and Common Ground: Lessons from 
National and International Experience)

Jim Robson, post-
doctoral researcher with 
the CGRF

literature review of successful cases of 
collaborative management by aboriginal 
and non-aboriginal peoples

Multicultural Commons Management (A 
Canadian Experiment in Multicultural Commons 
Management)

Jim Robson, post-
doctoral researcher with 
the CGRF

report on use and management of 
Tunnel Island, and academic 
publications

* project titles have been edited and condensed for ease of use in the book (with the full project title provided in parentheses)
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centred!on! the!City! and!encompasses!nearby!First!
Nations!such!as!Shoal!Lake!and!Grassy!Narrows.!

Graphic: Map of Kenora region  

Given! the! importance! of! presenting! local! voices! in!
the! Kenora! region,! this! book! contains! many!
quotations! by! project! participants.! But! where!
conUidentiality! was! guaranteed,! individual! names!
were! not! published! and! people! being! quoted! are!
referred!to!as!participants!in!speciUic!projects.!

In!addition!to!quotations!from!project!participants,!
the! following! speciUic! types! of! information! are!
presented! in!ways! that!differ! from!the!regular! text!
of!the!book:!

❖ Project(boxes!describe!brieUly!the!nature!of!
communityOled!projects!listed!in!Table!1.!An!
example! is! shown! at! right! for! the! Learning!
Traditions! of! the! Ojibwe! People! project! (a!
community!small!grants!project!and!the!only!
small!grants!project!shown!in!a!project!box).!

❖ Special( boxes! have! been! developed! to!
highlight! topics! of! speciUic! interest! that! are!
relevant! to! the! discussion! presented! in! the!
regular!text!and!accompanying!quotations.!

❖ Theatre( excerpts! from! TryLight! Theatre!
Company! productions.! These! excerpts! are!
presented!in!a!unique!font/manner!in!order!
to! highlight! that! the! words! are! part! of! a!
script! and! are! not! quotations! from! project!
participants.!

Credits! for! photos! are! provided! at! the! end! of! the!
book.!Citations!are!kept!to!a!minimum!in!the!text!so!
readers! are! asked! to! refer! to! the! list! of! references!
supplied! at! the! end! of! the! book.! Readers! are! also!
encouraged! to! consult! the! CGRF! web! site!
(www.cgrf.ca)! for! additional! reports,! information,!
images,!and!media!coverage.!

Graphic: Projects/Small Grants/Approved/TA - Steve M - 
ice fishing Shoal Lake/Ice Fishing Jan 2012 020.jpg 
[credit: Steve Mastromatteo]  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Learning Traditions of the Ojibway People

Iskatewizaagegan #39 Independent First Nation
Through this community small grants project, 
students at St. Thomas Aquinas High School, 
Kenora, participated in ice fishing with hook and 
line, and watched a demonstration of harvesting 
fish with a net set under the ice by a member of 
the First Nation. Students learned about 
sustainable natural resource management from a 
First Nation fisher and a retired Ministry of Natural 
Resources  and Forestry conservation officer.


